
APPLICATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Multipath™ Ca is a unique formulation of surfactant

technology and calcium nutrition designed to improve water

infiltration. It may be tank mixed or injected with other

fertilizers or agricultural chemicals after conducting a jar test

for compatibility. Always treat a small test area with any

experimental blends to determine potential phytotoxity before

making general applications. Maintain a 0.5% by weight or less

if material might come in contact with sensitive plant material.

Information regarding the contents and levels of metals in this 

product are available on the internet at 

http://www.aapfco.org/metals.htm

APPLICATION RATES

SPRAYERS & HAND HELDSPRAYERS:

Application rates range from 0.25 to 3 gallons per acre. Start

with a 32 ounces per acre rate and increase the rate by 16

ounces per acre if higher permeation is needed. The higher

rates are recommended for flushing and correcting soils

MultiPath Ca
Surface Tension Reducer

TM

Guaranteed Analysis: 

Calcium (Ca)…………….……………….……………...8%

Derived From:  Calcium Carbonate

ALSO CONTAINS NON-PLANT FOOD INGREDIENT(S)
22%.....TensioActive Ethoxylated CoPolymers

NOTICE TO BUYER

This product is intended for uses as a professional plant food only.

Users must exercise all due professional judgment and caution when

applying the product under their own particular growing conditions.

Do not apply near water, storm drains or drainage ditches. Do not

apply if heavy rain is expected. Apply this product only to your lawn

and sweep any product that lands on the driveway, sidewalk, or

street back onto your lawn.

Limitations of Warranty and Liability:

Turf Logistics and any other seller, warrants only that this product rates are recommended for flushing and correcting soils

(Consult your agronomist before using the higher rates). All

applications should be applied in a minimum of 2 gallons of

water per 1000 square feet.

INJECTION INTO PERMENANT IRRIGATION SYSTEMS:

Start with 32 ounces per acre. Inject into irrigation system

with enough water so that complete and even coverage is

obtained. If inadequate penetration is achieved, increase the

use rate by 16 ounces per acre. Repeat increasing the usage

rate until proper permeation is achieved. If permeation

appears to be too fast, decrease the level of Multipath™ Ca to

achieve desired results. Do not exceed 3 gallons per acre rate

of Multipath™ Ca.

P.O. Box 189   Italy, TX  76651Guaranteed by:
Turf
Logistics

2.5 Gallons (9.46L) 

24.83 lbs (11.26kg)

Turf Logistics and any other seller, warrants only that this product

conforms to the chemical description on the product label. No other

warranty, express or implied, as to the merchantability, fitness for a

particular use, or otherwise shall apply. Purchaser’s exclusive

remedy for loss or damage related to the purchase and/or use of this

product shall be limited to the refund of the purchase price, only. By

using this product, you are deemed to have accepted the terms of

this notice.

STORAGE INFORMATION:

Multipath™ Ca should be stored in a climate-controlled 

environment between 50-90° F. Failure to follow storage 

guidelines may lead to crystal formation or product 

degradation.

For Commercial Use Only

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN & PETS

www.primeraturf.coop


